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of romantic poetry and the historic J^st^fpr the drama
of the present. So far, Ibsen's mo3eiu dramas had
been concerned with social problems and individual
situations lying more or less outside himself; at first,
militantly destructive in his campaign against the
" lie of society " ; then, if not entirely constructive^
at least less negative in their issues—the dramas
which succeeded The Wild Duck. But with the
last works of his career, The Master-builder, Little
Ejolf, John Gabriel Workman and When We DeadAwaken^
he is concerned only with himself. For the first
time, the element of personal confession, as the greatest
of the German poets conceived it, enters into Ibsen's
work, and to the dwarfing of all else. His last dramas
are personal documents, as none of his previous
works had been; although it may not yet be possible
for us to understand all the implications they involve.
The Master-builder, which was published at the end
of 1892, is the most autobiographic of all Ibsen's
plays. Not that he himself is, in any portrait-sense, to
be identified with his master-builder; but the attitude
of Solness to life and to his art is, in a peculiar degree,
Ibsen's own. This is abundantly clear. It is a very
thin and transparent veil of allegory which is thrown
over this ageing architect, who sees the triumphs
of his life passing into eclipse; whose place is being
usurped by a new generation. And equally personal
is it that his regretful retrospect should be initiated
and intensified by the coming of a young girl into
his life. In 1889, Ibsen had met a young Viennese
lady, Emilie Bardach, in Gossensass in the Tyrol,
his favourite summer haunt; and a strange mystic
kind of passion spun itself between them, which
brought with it a rejuvenation akin to that effected
in Goethe by Minna Herzlieb and Marianne von
Willemer. This emotional Indian summer intro-
duced an erotic element into Ibsen's work, which,
strange to say, had never before been present. Even
in Ifosmersholm, where passionately erotic flames had

